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Overview
• Contribution to wealth distribution in Europe (across
countries and within countries) of inheritances and welfare
state
• Use of microdata from the Households Finance and
Consumption Survey (HFCS): harmonised survey(s) on
households balance-sheets and other demographic and
economic variables

Finding 1: positive correlation between
inheritance and wealth
“Heir households hold substantially higher net wealth levels than
their non-heir counterparts. This finding holds along different
household types as well as along the entire net wealth
distribution, controlling for a large set of socioeconomic
characteristics of households.”

Finding 1: positive correlation between
inheritance and wealth
• Reweighted non-heirs
constructed à la DiNardo,
Fortin, Lemieux (1996)
with covariates age, agesquared, gender,
education, retirement,
entrepreneur, income
rank: non-heirs to match
covariates of heirs
• Difference of 100,000
EUR at the median (on a
median wealth of
210,000 EUR)

Finding 2: inheritance to lift wealth by
14 percentiles
“On average, an intergenerational transfer lifts a household by
14 net wealth percentiles, while an additional percentile in the
income distribution is associated with 0.4 net wealth percentiles.
Receiving an intergenerational transfer is therefore a higher
contributor to net wealth, being equivalent to an income
increase that leads to a new rank in the income distribution
about 35 percentiles higher. This relative importance of
intergenerational transfers versus income position varies from
about 25 (Slovakia) to 52 (Austria) income percentiles being
equivalent to an intergenerational transfer.”

Finding 2: inheritance to lift wealth by
14 percentiles
• Regress wealth percentile
on income percentile and
inheritance dummy
• Same set of controls as for
DFL approach above +
households class ( Fessler,
Lindner, Segalla, 2014) +
country fixed effects
• Inheritance to increase
wealth by 14 percentiles;
shift in income percentile
to shift wealth by 0.3 to 0.4
percentiles

Finding 2: inheritance to lift wealth by
14 percentiles

Finding 3: negative correlation
between welfare state and wealth
“Welfare state expenditures are substitutes for private wealth
accumulation. The more insurance the state provides against the
contingencies of life, the less need the households have to
accumulate wealth for precautionary reasons. That translates to
relatively lower average net wealth holdings for households in
countries with higher welfare state expenditures.”

Finding 3: negative correlation
between welfare state and wealth

•

Multilevel regression, with income and wealth in logs (inverse hyperbolic sine
transform) and random coefficients.

•

Same controls + welfare state controls in % GDP (allowing for random coefficients in
some specifications)

•

Pension expenditure increase by 1% reduces wealth by 15%

Finding 4: substitution effect of
welfare state stronger for the poorest
“The substitution effect of welfare state expenditures with regard to
private wealth holdings is significant along the full net wealth
distribution, but is relatively lower at higher levels of net wealth. Given
an increase in welfare state expenditure, the percentage decrease in
net wealth of poorer households is relatively stronger than for
households in the upper part of the wealth distribution. This finding
implies that given an increase of welfare state expenditure, wealth
inequality measured by standard relative inequality measures such as
the Gini-coefficient will increase.”

Finding 4: substitution effect of
welfare state stronger for the poorest

Finding 4: substitution effect of
welfare state stronger for the poorest
• Regressions per percentile with
same specifications as the
multilevel model
• At P10, 1 percentage point
change in pensions decreases
wealth by 20%
• For subsequent percentiles,
elasticity decreases, but remains
above 10%
• Results consistent with
“displacement effect” literature

Questions /comments
• Authors might want to further elaborate on some technical
choices:
– Why modelling impact of inheritance in ranks, but impact of welfare state
in percentage changes? How do the results in the multi-level model for
elasticity of income (0.3 to 0.4) and inheritance (1.4) match with the
corresponding percentile position sensitivities in the rank model?
– Why abandoning the multi-level structure when doing percentile
regressions?

• Trivial comment: global results are hardly surprising for social
expenditure. Financial assets results from exchanges of cash outflows today for future cash in-flows, exchanges formilized with
legal contracts. Social security provides a similar framework for
cash-flows exchanges, but: (i) enforced by government via social
contributions and benefits; (ii) with elements of income
distribution; (iii) without the same legal certainty and not given
rise to assets in the system

